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	SHIP OR STATION: 
	SUBJECT: COVID-19 Vaccination Refusal Counseling/Warning
	AUTHORITY IF PERMANENT: 
	COUNSELING WRITE-UP: 1.  ALNAV 062/21 and NAVADMIN 190/21 implemented the SECDEF's mandate for the Department of the Navy (DON) and the Navy, respectively.  NAVADMIN 225/21 established the COVID Consolidated Disposition Authority (CCDA) concerning refusal to receive the COVID-19 vaccination. Additionally, NAVADMIN 225/21 also established administrative disposition guidance regarding administrative separation, promotion/advancement delay or withhold, ineligibility to reenlist and PCS/orders impacts for misconduct following refusal to receive the COVID-19 vaccine.   2.  NAVADMIN 256/21 updated required actions and established the final details for processing persistent COVID-19 vaccine refusal.3.  Your Navy medical record indicates you are not fully vaccinated against COVID-19 and you do not have a pending or approved exemption or religious accommodation request.  Consequently, having refused the vaccine, you are considered a COVID-19 persistent vaccine refuser and have disobeyed a lawful order.4. You must initial the following, as applicable:____ I acknowledge the above counseling/warning and understand its contents.____ I acknowledge I am subject to Administrative Separation processing.  ____ I acknowledge if I decide at a later date to receive the vaccine, I will immediately inform my chain of command.____ [Enlisted] I understand if I am awaiting permanent advancement to the next higher paygrade, that advancement or promotion will be withdrawn or removed.____ [Officers] I understand if I am awaiting permanent promotion to the next higher paygrade, that promotion will be delayed and I will be notified by separate correspondence that the Secretary of the Navy will consider removal of the promotion.____ I understand if I am under orders, I am not authorized to execute those orders unless approved by higher authority.____ I understand if I am under a monetary obligation, I will be required to repay the owed portion of the obligation.____ I understand if I am allowed to retire or transfer to the Fleet Reserve but have not yet completed all Time in Grade (TIG) requirements, I am not eligible for a TIG waiver and will be retired appropriately at the Next Lower Grade.____ I understand effective __________________ date I have been removed from duties for which certain special and incentive pays are earned. In addition to no longer being eligible for these special and incentive pays, any overpayment of these pays will be recouped.  ____ I acknowledge that I may submit a statement in response to this counseling/warning (initial one below).         ____ I intend to submit a statement within 10 calendar days of the date of my signature below.         ____ I do not intend to submit a statement.                                                                                                         ____________________________                                                                                                                    Commanding Officer ____________________________________________________   _______________________________________________                     Member's Signature Date/Signed                                                        Witness' Signature Date/Signed
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